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VR Interactive Music Experience - Version 1.0 2018-07-25

The VR Interactive Music Experience is a tool to create 
audio reactive elements in Unity for VR and other use 
cases. Its main components are an audio analyzer and 
several audio reactive features. 

For more info, 
feedback, 
questions etc:

info@vr-ime.com



Open VR:IME and create a new scene.

First Steps 2



First Steps 3

Hover over IME-tab and select IME Starter in IME Start



First Steps 4

Congrats you created your first 
IME Starter. Now choose some 
music you want to analyze.
After having selected your 
desired music, click play and 
wait until the song has played 
thoroughly once. 
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Now the song has been 
analyzed and a file with the 
song’s data has been created in 
the data-folder.   

First Steps



First Steps

In the Inspector window of your IME 
StarterObject you can control the behaviour of 
the music clip replay.

With Shader Updater  needs to be checked if 
you plan to use the IME ShaderObject (beta).

Loop loops your music clip in edit mode and in 
your build as well, when being checked.

Fader adds a fader to your scene. At the ending 
of the scene the screen fades into black. Fader 
Start defines the beginning of the fade, Fader 
Finish its end.
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In IME Objects you may find all 
IME Objects.
An IME Objects behaves 
according to the intensity of the 
selected band of the analyzed 
music data or to the music’s 
general amplitude. 
Any IME Object’s mesh, 
material or color can be 
changed to a mesh, color or 
material of your own choice.
2

Where to find IME Objects
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If a certain IME Object has 
additional/other characteristics it is 
shown specifically on that IME 
Objects description page.

Size defines how many Elements are defined for 
the IME Objects behaviour. Every element can 
have its own defined parameters.
For example: an IME Object with 2 Elements can 
use the data of 2 bands to define its appearance. 
One defines the y-axis ampiltude one the x-axis 
amplitude.

Band defines which band of the analyzed data is 
used.

Mille Gate Max & Mille Gate Min define how 
early/late the IME Objects maximum and 
minimum parameters contingent of the band’s 
data are reached.

Amplitude uses only the general analyzed data 
to define the objects paramaters. Use either a 
band OR the amplitude.  

Smooth softens the analyzed data’s values so 
that their impact on an IME Objects appearance 
is less sharp and clear, but more soft and 
restrained.

Additive means that any of the band’s analyzed 
values gets added on each other. 
For example: an IME ScaleObject doesnt grow 
and shrink with each value, but every value gets 
stacked on each other, therefore that object 
grows as long as there is band data.

Target Scale defines the maximum mulitplier of 
the objects triggered parameter.
For example an IME ScaleObject with a regular 
Scale parameter of x=1, y=1, z=1 and Target Scale 
of 2, while having chosen „all axis“, will reach a 
Scale parameter of x=2, y=2, z=2, whenever the 
band’s analyzed data values reach maximum.

General facts about IME Objects



9IME ScaleObject and IME DirectionScaleObject 

Axis defines which scale-axis 
will be affected.
x, y, z or all together
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Axis defines which positon-axis 
will be affected.
x, y, z or all together
Max Range defines how far the 
object’s position changes at 
maximum.

IME PositionObject
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Mode defines which mode is 
used in the element
x, y, z or all together
Target Color defines the color 
which is used as a target when 
Color is the mode of choice
Max Intensity defines the 
intensity which the light 
reaches on peak band value 
when Intensity is the mode of 
choice

IME LightObject
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Mode defines which mode is 
used in the element

Target Color defines the 
materials target color

Emsission defines the intensity 
of the material emission (only 
works when material has an 
emission defined!)

IME MaterialObject
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Param defines which mode is 
used in the element

Size defines a single particle 
size

Emsission defines the intensity 
of the particle emission 

Lifetime defines a single 
particle’s lifetime

Playback Speed defines the 
rhythm in which a new particle 
circle is started

Particle Speed defines a single 
particle’s travelling speed

IME ParticleObject



14IME RotationObject and IME PivotRotationObject

Axis defines which axis is used 
in the element to rotate

Max Rotation sets the 
maximum degree the object 
rotates whenever the elemen 
band peaks

Note:
Additive in IME Rotation or IME 
PivotRotation means that the 
object rotates continuously in 
one direction controlled by the 
intensity of Max Rotation and 
the band values of the element.



15Where to find IME Objects beta 
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IME ShaderObject 
needs
With Shader Updater
in
IME Starter
checked.

IME ShaderObject 

beta
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beta
Just play around with all 
options, it’s beta, baby!

IME AnimationObject 



18IME TreeStaticObject & IME TreeDancingObject

beta

Mode defines if the tree is 
purely 2d or if he has 
branches extending in 3d 
as well.

Just play around with all 
options, it’s beta, baby!



19Curve

Curve defines an IME Objects behavior over 
the course of the music theme’s duration.  

On the x-axis:
0 = start, 1 = end

On the y-axis:
0 = IME Object does nothing
1 = IME Objectis at 100 % behaviour
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The IME Mod Editor  is a supporting 
window, which allows to get all existing 
curves in the project at once. 
To collect all curves press GET CURVES

IME Mod Editor 



21IME Mod Editor 
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The IME Timeline support window allows 
to control the replay position of the (music) 
clip.

Keep Seek Position , when turned on keeps 
the replay position saved when stopping 
replay in the editor. Turned off the replay 
position jumps back to the start of the clip.

IME Timeline



23Build

Create a Build
Make sure to have chosen 
the right scene to be 
exported and chose your 
target platform.
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Create Build
Choose a name and a file 
folder and that’s it.

Build
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